Deep learning techniques are rapidly advanced recently and becoming a necessity component for widespread systems. However, the inference process of deep learning is black box and is not very suitable to safety-critical systems which must exhibit high transparency. In this paper, to address this black-box limitation, we develop a simple analysis method which consists of (1) structural feature analysis: lists of the features contributing to inference process, (2) linguistic feature analysis: lists of the natural language labels describing the visual attributes for each feature contributing to inference process, and (3) consistency analysis: measuring consistency among input data, inference (label), and the result of our structural and linguistic feature analysis. Our analysis is simplified to reflect the actual inference process for high transparency, whereas it does not include any additional black-box mechanisms such as LSTM for highly human readable results. We conduct experiments and discuss the results of our analysis qualitatively and quantitatively and come to believe that our work improves the transparency of neural networks. Evaluated through 12,800 human tasks, 75% workers answer that input data and result of our feature analysis are consistent, and 70% workers answer that inference (label) and result of our feature analysis are consistent. In addition to the evaluation of the proposed analysis, we find that our analysis also provides suggestions, or possible next actions such as expanding neural network complexity or collecting training data to improve a neural network.
Introduction
Machine learning techniques such as deep neural networks has led to the widespread application of systems that assign advanced environmental perception and decision-making to computer logics learned from big data, instead of manually built rule-based logics [13, 25, 30, 33, 38, 41] . Deep learning especially achieves unprecedented performance on several tasks. For example, in the visual object recognition task outperformed humans [16] .
Machine learning models are becoming indispensable components even in systems that require safety-critical environmental perception and decision-making, such as automated driving systems [4] . To build high credibility for machine learning models, both high performance and transparency are important. In particular, safety-critical systems must exhibit transparency [22] . However, inference processes of machine learning models such as neural networks are considered as black boxes. In this paper, a black box refers to a situation, where, although feature activation can be observed, the actual phenomenon cannot be understood. In other words, machine learning models show high performance but low transparency. Thus, it is difficult for black-box deep learning to be applied to safety-critical systems such as automated driving in which the results of deep learning models can directly cause hazard [19] .
Explainable AI (XAI) is a related research area which is focused and rapidly advanced recently [6, 9] . There are studies in XAI that inference networks give humanunderstandable explanations, as well as inference (label). For example, image caption generation and visual explanation are problems to provide highly human-understandable natural language descriptions. Caption generation is a verbalization method, which describes the objects and the circumstances happening in the input image by natural language sentences [39, 40] . Visual explanations are generated by black-box explaining models such as LSTM, to explain rationales for classification decisions [17] . They generate highly human readable explanation, however, by using mechanisms which do not reflect the actual inference process, because explanation generation and classification are done by different neural networks possibly sharing features, inference results (labels), etc. Even sharing features, explanation generation is done by black-box models (neural networks), and we cannot know they reflect the actual inference process. Inference networks which generate explanations have high performance but low transparency.
In this paper, to address the black-box property of deep learning, we develop a simple analysis method which improves the transparency of inference processes of convolutional neural networks, hereinafter referred to as CNN [11, 20] , as an example of deep learning models. We assume three types of analysis for inference process: (1) structural feature analysis, (2) linguistic feature analysis, and (3) consistency analysis. Results of structural feature analysis are lists of the features contributing to inference process. The feature numbers are not human readable, but are useful when systems programmatically manage the inference process at testing time. Results of linguistic feature analysis are lists of the natural language labels describing the visual attributes for each feature obtained through the structural feature analysis. It is useful for humans to understand inference processes. Figure 1 is an example result of our feature analysis. The left and right columns in Fig. 1c are structural feature analysis and linguistic feature analysis, respectively. Consistency analysis is to measure the consistency among input data, inference (label), and result of feature analysis. It is useful for discussion, such as identifying the cause of incorrect inference (label) and possible next actions to fix problems, etc. Figure 2 shows the concept of consistency analysis. To show the usefulness of our proposed method, we conduct experiments including human evaluation, and have corresponding discussion on the experimental results.
This paper is an extended version of our previous workshop paper presented in Transparent and interpretable Machine Learning in Safety Critical Environments, NIPS2017 Workshop [21] .
Related works
DARPA started Explainable Artificial Intelligence program in 2017 [15] . It defines three approaches: deep explanation, interpretable models, and model induction. The first and second are before-training approaches which design explainable features and explainable causal models in advance to training. The third is an after-training approach which automatically derives new explainable models after training. We focus on the after-training approaches in this paper, because they can be applied to wide variety of existing models without changing them. LIME [32] is one of the most well-known after-training explanation methods. It derives a simple interpretable model to explain the behavior of the original model around a given data point. It prepares interpretable simplified data representations, e.g., for an image, contiguous similar pixels and RGB features are converted into a super-pixel and a binary variable indicating "presence" (original RGB value) or "absence" (average value of neighboring pixels). Then, a simplified interpretable model, such as a linear model and a decision tree, is trained to fit the neighbors around the given data point while regularizing its complexity. They can analyze the simplified model for explanation, e.g., visualize its interpretable decision boundary and feature importance, etc. It is a model-agnostic method, because the simplified model is trained without the information inside the original model. However, it is an indirect method where Visualization of deep neural networks is an active study area in the after-training approaches [14, 18, 28] . Earlier studies identify attention (focus) areas of input data in saliency maps, receptive fields, or heat maps [3, 27, 35, 37] . Deconvolution [42] is one of the earliest methods for visualization of deep neural networks. It back-propagates the activations in a feature space of a CNN to the input space through a deconvolutional neural network. Saliency map [37] is a method similar to deconvolution, which generates the input image which maximizes the desired class score. They can systematically occlude input images to identify receptive fields [43] , because occluding not backgrounds but foreground objects causes large discrepancy in neural network accuracy. There are several gradient-based methods for visualization. Grad-CAM (Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping) [34] uses the gradient at the last convolved feature to generate heat maps. It can generate heat maps with respect to each class by taking the importance of feature maps for the target class into account. More recent visualization techniques DeepLIFT (Deep Learning Important FeaTures) [36] , LRP (Layer-wise Relevance Propagation) [1] , and the aforementioned LIME are identified to be included in the new class of additive feature importance methods through a unified framework for interpreting predictions, SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) [24] . These visualization methods can indicate the areas in the input data which the model is looking at [5] during testing time. Attention areas of an input image revealed by visualization methods are the very beginning part of CNN inference process and are useful information. In this paper, we would like to provide analysis not only for input data, but also for inference process of neural networks. We exploit receptive fields as side information in addition to intermediate feature analysis, to indicate the locations of the visual attributes in input data. Although there are aforementioned several sophisticated methods, we used a simple backpropagation-based method to generated receptive fields, because the side information is not the main focus in this paper.
There is another type of works focusing on the visual attributes and intermediate features, i.e., activation of neural network nodes. One of past works analyzed the visual attributes for each node, and it was revealed that low-level attributes, such as black, brown, and furry are associated with neural network nodes [10] . Another work interprets receptive fields as with visual attributes of neural networks, and quantified the interpretability by using the number of human interpretable visual semantic concepts learned at each hidden layer [2] . Among visualization techniques, in this paper, we use visual attributes for our transparent analysis.
Pointing and Justification-based Explanation (PJ-X) is one of the latest explanation methods in XAI [29] . It can provide highly human-understandable explanation, by attention areas of input data space as introspective explanations (true explanation) and justification explanations at the same time. The former provides explanations of the input space, but does not provide analysis for the inference processes. The latter does not address the black-box property of target models, because it uses another black-box method LSTM to generate the explanation. PJ-X does not analyze the relationship between the inference results and features of neural networks, and introducing an additional black-box model for explanation cannot address transparency. Therefore, the purpose of PJ-X is not an analysis for improving transparency of deep neural inference process.
Observation of feature contribution
We observed conv5 feature of CaffeNet [8, 20] on selected ImageNet training data, to understand the behavior of features. Although ImageNet has approximately 1300 training images per class, for simplicity, we selected 100 examples for each class, with top-100 softmax probability on the ground truth classes.
We first make a natural assumption that inference (label) is based not on inactive features, but on highly activated features, and derived the following assumption. This assumption applies especially for ReLU, which CaffeNet uses as activation functions, because ReLU is a half-linear positive monotonic function.
Magnitude of feature activation
Then we look into activation on each feature map in conv5, and found that the magnitude of activation changes for different features. Therefore, definition of high activation varies depending on features. Figure 3 shows the histograms of activation on example feature maps 94 and 22, which have the smallest and largest mean values, respectively. The modes of activation magnitude are different each other. These distributions are not Gaussian, because negative values are canceled by ReLU activation function. It is clear that the distributions of activation on feature maps 94 and 22 are different. By this analysis, we derived the following assumption.
-Assumption 2. Activation in different features have different dynamic ranges. 
Features and visual attributes

Proposed analysis
In this section, we propose a transparent analysis method to improve the transparency of deep neural inference processes based on assumptions. We carry out both training time and testing time feature analysis to obtain three types of features, as described in Sect. 4.1. We performed manual feature annotation to associate features with visual attributes, as described in Sect. 4.2. Then, three types of consistency ratios among input image, result of our proposed feature analysis, and inference (label) are measured through human tasks, as described in Sect. 4.3.
Structural feature analysis
We propose three concepts of features: (1) activated feature, (2) class frequent feature, and (3) inference feature as depicted in Figs. 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Activated feature and inference feature are defined for each inference, whereas class frequent feature is defined for each class.
To analyze inference process, we focus on the activation of an intermediate feature called conv5 which is the final convolved feature in CaffeNet. It is reported that conv5 of AlexNet, which is also the final convolution layer, learns high-level visual concepts such as objects and parts, and they are interpretable for humans [2] . Let x and y be input and the output, i.e., inference (label), of CaffeNet. Fig. 5 is the binarized feature vector generated from conv5. Activated feature a is a binary feature vector; however, CNN feature maps have spatial dimension. We decided to ignore the location of activation for simplicity, and applied global max pooling [23] to contract conv5, which is originally 13 × 13 × 256 tensor, into 256-dimensional feature vector z, as it is the simplest way to obtain a vector from a tensor. Therefore, we consider a feature map, with spatial feature elements, as a single feature. An element of the vector a is one if the associated feature, i.e., a feature map in conv5, is activated. Based on Assumption 2, in order to determine whether the feature is activated or not, it is necessary to use statistical information such as mean, variance, or higher moment to capture the differences among features. In this paper, we decided to use mean normalization and thresholding. We compute a mean-normalized feature vectorẑ from a feature vector z, as each element of z has varying dynamic range, and normalization makes them comparable each other. Thresholdingẑ at a scalar value γ gives a binarized feature vector a corresponding to x.
Activated feature a in
We clarify the definition of activated feature by mathematical formal presentation. The activated feature is calculated for each input data x. First, we apply the global max pooling for the output of conv5 layer
where F c,h,w is the output of conv5 layer of the CaffeNet, superscripts of c, h, w specify the position (channel, height, width) of feature, and z c is the element of the global max pooling results. Then, cth element of the binary activated feature a can be expressed as
where a c is cth element of the binary activated feature for the input data x, γ is a parameter, μ c is the mean of z c i over training data x train i , and U (ξ ) is a unit step function. The mean μ c can be calculated by
where z c i is the global max pooling result for the ith training data x train i , N is the number of data. The unit step function U (ξ ) is defined by
Class frequent feature q in Fig. 6 is binary vectors indicating the frequently activated features for each class. We hypothe-size that each class has a different frequent activation pattern which is obtained by the following procedure. A class frequent feature is built with the training dataset. We assume the training dataset is annotated. In other words, every input data belong to a certain class. We clarify the definition of class frequent feature by mathematical formal presentation. For each class, we build a histogram of the activation features. The histogram g m for mth class can be formulated as
where Ω m represents a set of indexes for mth class in the training data. Then, the class frequent feature q m for mth class is constructed as the binary vector whose element is one if the associated histogram is within top-k. Mathematically, cth element of the class frequent feature q m can be expressed as
where g c m and τ m are cth element and kth largest element in g m , respectively, and U is the unit step function in Eq. 4.
To check the validity of class frequent features, we made two CaffeNets whose randomly selected feature maps in conv5, and frequently activated feature maps in conv5, are replaced by zero, respectively. Figure 8 shows how CNN accuracy for a sample class decays when we delete random feature maps or the class frequent feature maps for the class. We see fast accuracy decay when the deleted feature maps are frequently activated for the class. On the other hand, the convolutional neural network is robust against deleting randomly selected feature maps. Original CaffeNet probably has redundant feature maps in conv5. This observation shows that class frequent features play important rolls in inference.
To understand the relationship between class frequent features and inference (label), we display the areas on which the active elements on the feature maps included in a class frequent feature focus. The ambulance class has the class frequent feature including feature maps 084, 177, 234, 239, and Fig. 9 . Receptive fields are generated for each feature map, which we call the target feature map below. For simplicity, we generated receptive fields by 1) replacing the elements on the target feature map with the activated features, i.e., binarizing the target feature map, 2) replacing the off target feature maps (any feature maps except feature map 084 if we generate receptive fields for the feature map 084) with zero, 3) back propagating the modified feature including both target and off target feature maps to the input space with unpooling using the stored pooled location on max pooling layers, and 4) postprocessing including image binarization and dilation by a disk shape. Feature maps 084 and 177 respond the white-red (or orange) two-tone color; feature map 234 responds windows; and feature maps 239 and 242 respond tires in Fig. 9 . We observe key parts of ambulance vehicles in the receptive fields. It is suggested that deep neural inference process is based on these key parts, and we derived the following assumption.
-Assumption 4. Features frequently activated for the class of inference (label) have high contributions to inference (label).
Inference feature e test in Fig. 7 
where a test is the activated feature associated with the test data x test , qŷtest is the class frequent feature forŷ test class, and ⊗ represents the element-wise product. Based on Assumption 1 and Assumption 4, features contributing to inference process should be a part of both activated feature and class frequent feature. The dotted box in Fig. 7 is the conventional inference without feature analysis. a test is computed based on x test , whereas the class frequent feature qŷtest is just lookup by the inference (label)ŷ test given by CaffeNet, because the ground truth is unknown in the testing time. e test is the result of structural feature analysis. The number of positive feature vector elements in an inference feature e test is generally variable for each inference. Due to the human readability, in an inference feature e test , we show at most top-feature vector elements with the maximum meannormalized activationẑ.
Linguistic feature analysis
To generate human readable analysis, we annotate visual attributes for each feature by looking at the input samples on which it is activated in the focused network. Although there are many ways to achieve human readable visual attributes, we decided to conduct human annotation, because it is the most simple method.
Annotation data are prepared by using the training data set. At first, we select a subset of training data suitable to feature annotation. And then, for each feature, we sample images so that their inference features (identified by the ground truth labels) include it. We generated receptive fields for the human annotator to understand the part of the image where visual attributes appear, as shown in Fig. 10 .
Annotation process is an iterative way to annotate the combination of multiple features representing a single visual attribute, and vice versa. In order to annotate this many-tomany relationship based on Assumption 3, starting from free description, feature annotation is repetitively refined. We defined a process which consists of three steps: (1) open annotation, (2) label organization, and (3) closed annotation.
The open annotation is the first step where a human annotator annotates all features by free description. For each feature, a human annotator looks at the images associated with the feature and writes down what he or she can see in the receptive fields. He or she can come up with as many visual attributes as possible and write them down, because of the many-to-many relationship. The number of annotated visual attributes varies. Some features represent few visual attributes; others represent many visual attributes. At the end of the first step, we obtain the list of variable numbers of visual attributes for each feature, where we can have redundant and/or inconsistent visual attributes. Human annotation may include fluctuation at this step, because it is done by his or her intuition at that time which could be shifting as time goes by. Generally annotation is using the fix set of labels, e.g., 1000 labels of ImageNet dataset; however, we need to conduct free description annotation at this step, because there is no available list of visual attributes which the original model captured.
Second in the label organization step, similar visual attributes are integrated, different visual attributes with the same label are divided, new visual attributes are introduced, etc., so that the fluctuated labels of feature annotation are well organized. For example, if the human annotator gave different names "furry" and "fluffy" on the almost similar visual attribute in the step one, they can be integrated into "furry" in the step two. At the end of the second step, we obtain the list of visual attributes whose redundancy and inconsistency are eliminated. We assume that it is the current best list of all visual attributes which the original model captured. The list is updated through iterating this step two and the following step three.
Then, the human annotator works on the closed annotation to classify features into sets of visual attributes. This step is similar to the first step, except that we use the list of visual attributes defined in the second step. It is allowed that a human annotator selects multiple visual attributes for each feature, because of the many-to-many relationship. At the end of the third step, we obtain the normalized list of variable numbers of visual attributes for each feature, where we do not have redundant and/or inconsistent visual attributes.
Label organization and closed annotation steps are repeated to refine the feature annotation, as depicted in Fig. 11 . A human annotator may notice that the whole set of visual attributes are too large or small after seeing the actual lists of visual attributes allocated to features. In that case, he or she can modify the list of all visual attributes by repeating the step two, and subsequently update the alloca- 
Consistency analysis
To gain further insight, we measure the consistency among input data, inference (label), and result of our proposed feature analysis, i.e., inference feature. This measurement is for discussion, checking whether our analysis method or the target neural network are incorrect when we get incorrect analysis, identifying possible next actions to fix problems, etc.
Precision and recall [31] are commonly used measures of relevance for binary or multi-class classification problems [12] where ground truth labels or true conditions are known. However, feature analysis does not have ground truth labels, and therefore, we cannot calculate precision and recall for our problem. Thus, we propose physical consistency ratio (PCR) and logical consistency ratio (LCR), which are the consistency between inference feature and input data, and consistency between inference feature and inference (label), respectively (Fig. 2) . These two ratios are measured through human tasks. Specification of human tasks in this paper will be described in 5. In addition to two measures for consistency, we use the softmax probability corresponding to the class of inference (label), i.e., the maximum softmax probability, as inference consistency ratio (ICR), the consistency between input data and inference (label). All the ratios are in the range of 0.0 to 1.0.
Experiments
In this section, we conducted experiments to test our proposed analysis method. We try to analyze the inference processes of the publicly available CaffeNet with the weighs pre-trained on ImageNet. These feature vectors were binarized by the method introduced above, with the binarization threshold γ = 2. We chose k = 5 the number of feature vector elements in a class frequent feature, and = 3 the maximum number of feature vector elements in an inference feature. Receptive fields for each feature vector elements in inference features are accompanied with the result of feature analysis as informative clue for human feature annotation, and side information to support the analysis.
As with the feature analysis, selected 100 training images per class are used for computing mean values for each feature map in conv5, class frequent features, and annotating visual attributes by human. On the other hand, we reduced the 1000 object categories of ImageNet to 32 for testing, because it is difficult for human to distinguish 1000 categories and understand the corresponding analysis precisely. The 32 classes are a subset of ImageNet 1000 classes, which are programmatically selected according to the WordNet [26] hierarchy, such that each new class has approximately the same number of WordNet synsets.
Human evaluation was done on Amazon Mechanical Turk. For each input image, we made two questions for the physical consistency and logical consistency on our feature analysis, shown in Figs. 12 and 13. The first question was asked without showing inference (label), and the second one was asked without showing the input image. The list of response alternatives shown to workers were strongly agree, agree, disagree, and strongly disagree.
After obtaining the results from workers, we merged the former two and the latter two into agree and disagree, respectively. The results of the questions are used to evaluate physical consistency ratio and logical consistency ratio, respectively. For an input image, each question is redundantly Fig. 12 Q1: Question to measure physical consistency. We ask whether the inference features are relevant to the whole or parts of the input image, without using the term inference feature. We do not show the inference (label) in this question Fig. 13 Q2: Question to measure logical consistency. We ask that if an object satisfies the inference feature, then it is an object in the class of inference (label), without using the term inference feature. We do not show the image in this question assigned to discrete workers to eliminate individual biases, and the averaged ratios are calculated as follows:
where #{X } represents the number of responses X . To evaluate these ratios, we conducted 12,800 human tasks for total (Table 1) . We also recorded the softmax probability of the class of inference (label) as ICR. Figure 14a , b shows the joint discrete probability distribution between physical consistency ratio and logical consistency ratio on correct inference and incorrect inference, respectively.
When inference is incorrect, the peak is low although it is located in (0.8, 1.0), and the both physical consistency Redundancy added by discrete samples and workers is to eliminate individual biases. Inference consistency ratio (maximum softmax probability) is automatically computed ratio and logical consistency ratio spread throughout from low consistency to high consistency. On the other hand, both ratios tend to be high when inference is correct. The distribution on correct inference is clearly high contrast compared to that on incorrect inference. Therefore, our method provides better analysis for correct inference than that for incorrect inference. The mean values of physical consistency ratio, logical consistency ratio, and inference consistency ratio, i.e., softmax probability, over entire experimental data even including incorrect inference were 0.75, 0.70, and 0.48, respectively. According to these results, our method gained consensus on humans, overall distribution of consistency ratios are reasonable.
Discussion
In this section, we show whether our proposed simple analysis improves the transparency of inference processes of convolutional neural networks, and we study what practical discussion in a machine learning training and testing process can be done on a neural network thanks to that improved accuracy. Let us assume that we have a CNN which we are currently train and test. We have inference (label) by the currently trained model, and the results of our proposed analysis. Figures 15 and 16 show results of analysis for correct inference and incorrect inference, respectively. Images in Figs. 15 and 16 are converted into 227 × 227 which is the actual size of the input image to CaffeNet, and receptive fields are omitted due to space limitation. We walk through these results of analysis to see what we can read from them.
For the images on the left column in Figure 15a which have the results of analysis in low physical consistency ratio and inference consistency ratio, the number of feature vector elements in inference features can be less than , the maximum number of feature vector elements in the inference features. Human workers may have evaluated these images' physical consistency ratios low, because they saw few feature vector elements in inference features. It is interesting that inference consistency, which is the maximum softmax probability, is also low, if the number of feature vector elements in inference features is small. It is suggested that the inference process we Distribution on correct inference Distribution on incorrect inference
Fig. 14 Joint discrete probability distribution for physical consistency ratio and logical consistency ratio. Each cell represents the probability density at a physical consistency ratio of the horizontal axis and a logical consistency ratio of the vertical axis. The magnitude of probability density is represented by the color bars on the right. These color bars are identical. The scale of the color bars are greater than 1.0, because they are probability distributions, i.e, the probability is computed by integrating them over a domain, and the cell resolution is 0.1 × 0.1 = 0.01. For example, the probability of both physical consistency ratio and logical consistency ratio are between 0.9 and 1.0 on correct inference is 0.
hypothesized in this work is not far from actual process in neural networks. The images on the right column in Fig. 15a have high physical consistency ratio and low inference consistency ratio. The bottom one has low logical consistency ratio, because the labels of visual attributes are not appropriate. Cassette players should have two large speakers on the left and right, and the feature maps 196 and 171 may represent them. However, the labels (visual attributes) for these feature maps are rubber tires or rounded (shape), and human workers may not able to associate them. There is room to improve the labels of visual attributes so that humans can easily comprehend the linguistic feature analysis.
The top right image in Fig. 15b has high physical, logical, and inference consistency. We see three types of visual attributes; (1) shape (fine lattice patterns, accumulated fine boxes/circles, leopard patterns), (2) color (two-tone red/white), and (3) concrete object (black square windows, faces of small animals) in the linguistic feature analysis, and these visual attributes are relevant to ambulance vehicles for humans, too. This is one of the the best examples.
The images on the right bottom in Fig. 15b has high physical and inference consistency ratios, and low logical consistency ratio. The logical consistency ratio is low, because it is difficult for humans to associate visual attributes in the linguistic feature analysis with the inference class: baseball. However, the inference consistency ratio, i.e., the maximum softmax probability, is 1.0, and therefore, the neural network is very confident on this inference. This example shows that the trained neural network may work with inference processes which humans cannot understand in some cases.
The images on the left top in Fig. 15b has high logical and inference consistency ratios, and low physical consistency ratio. We can see fur like visual attributes in the result of linguistic feature analysis, however they are not found in the input image. This example shows that there are features in the trained model which humans cannot understand.
The images on the left bottom in Fig. 15b has low physical and logical consistency ratio and high inference consistency ratio. The linguistic feature analysis indicates sharp roofs/caps and accumulated fine boxes/circles or rubber tires, but humans may not find these visual attributes in the image. On top of them, even if these visual attributes are in the scene, humans cannot understand why they are associated with inference (label): barber chair. This example shows the combination of the above two situations. These three examples show the limitations of deep neural networks in terms of transparency. There must be the essential complexity of deep neural network which we cannot make transparent.
In the second example from the left on the first row in Fig. 16 , inference (label) of CNN is snake, but the correct label is brambling, a type of bird. Our analysis indicates that the inference feature includes feature vector elements for "squiggle" visual attributes. This is an example of understandable mistake of CNN. Although the inference (label) is incorrect, we see squiggle in the input image; and squiggle is likely to be a snake. We assume that the size of the bird was too small compared to the size of squiggle patterns, and CNN may put high priority on snake class. If squiggle patterns, which are made by roof tiles, are larger than the bird, there is room for discussion whether the ground truth class should be roof tile, rather than bird. In the second example from the right on the first row in Fig. 16 , the inference (label) of CNN is flat-coated retriever, but the correct label is groenendael. Both of them are black dogs. The inference features for this incorrect inference (label) produced by the CNN: flat-coated retriever are very similar to the inference features for the correct inference (label): groenendael. This is another pattern of understandable mistake of CNN that the currently learnt visual attributes are not enough to distinguish between two classes. We need to collect training data more to acquire relevant visual attributes.
If inference (label) is incorrect with correct inference features, then it suggests insufficient training data to train relevant visual attributes for these classes. Possible action for this case is to collect additional training data for these classes. If (1) inference features are correct for the input image, and (2) inference (label) is correct for the inference features; however, (3) inference (label) is incorrect for the input image, then an inaccurate ground truth label is suggested. Possible action for this case is to review and fix the ground truth label.
It is important in practice to know the actions we should take next. Low physical consistency ratio suggests that the feature extraction part of the neural network is not well trained to capture enough visual attributes. On the other hand, low logical consistency ratio suggests that the decisionmaking part of the neural network, such as classification or regression, is not well trained. Possible action for the former case is to increase the layers in the feature extraction part, which is considered as the layers before conv5 for CaffeNet. Possible action for the latter case is to increase the layers in decision-making part which is considered as the layers after conv5.
Conclusion
In this paper, we developed three types of simple analysis: 1) structural feature analysis, 2) linguistic feature analysis, and 3) consistency analysis which improve the transparency of deep neural inference process, to address the black-box property of deep neural networks for safety critical applications. We then evaluated and discussed our analysis methods and the results both qualitatively and quantitatively, and introduced the usefulness of our proposed analysis by showing how to use the analysis results in the development process of deep learning models.
It is known that quantitative evaluation of the transparency of algorithms is challenging [7] , and we cannot say our work solved the problem completely. However, deep neural inference process was black box until now, and the experiments and discussion in this paper shows that our work moved it forward to transparency. For example, there was no clue to improve a neural network when it produced incorrect inference (label). Now our method gives suggestions, or the possible next actions, such as expanding networks or collecting training data.
Future works include improving evaluation process. In this preliminary work, for simplicity, we conducted only simple closed questions with a small number of selections (agree/disagree) for human evaluation. These can be extended with open written questioners and valuation questions asking high resolution, e.g., hundred level, scores to obtain more precise qualitative and quantitative feedback from experiment participants on their perceptions of transparency.
